Zhejiang Seming Electronic Co., Ltd
Name: T8 Led Tube Light
Model: /
LED QTY:

/

Size: D: L:1200mm
Weight: /
Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC

Specification
Actual Power

18W

Size

Lumens

120

Output Current

/

/

LED Quantity

/

Output Voltage
Lifespan

30,000 Hours

Commercial Type

Working Frequency

/

CCT

Weight

/

Coverage area

LM/W

80/100

Material

L:1200mm

T8
warm light 3000K, cold light 5700K
/
high-quality PC

Description：
T8 LED tube light is probably the most extensively used lighting products in the modern world. The T8 LED tube light is
designed to replace traditional T8/T12 medium bi-pin Base fluorescent tube lighting to reduce energy and maintenance costs
while improving the quality of light in work environments and living spaces. Compared to traditional light sources, led tube
have many advantages, such as led tube is not used fragile material for its tube shaped shell and doesn’t have mercury vapor
filled in the shells, so it is safer than fluorescent tubes. At the same time, LED tube is energy-saving, it uses 90% less energy
than fluorescent tubes, there is no warm up time with these LED tubes, the moment you turn the lights on the tube will light
up immediately. LEDs are ideally suited for operation under cold and low outdoor temperatures, such as for outdoor winter
settings, freezer rooms etc, but for fluorescent lamps, low temperatures may affect operation and cause an issue. T8 led tube
lights have been developed for use in fluorescent light fixture to replace conventional fluorescent tubes, these tubes lights are
identical in size to the fluorescent tube then you are replacing and can be fitted in no time. Due to these advantages, LED tube
became an increasingly popular choice for office, store, school, basement, garage shopping mall, manufacturing facility,
museum, exhibition hall, convention center, waiting hall, dining hall and similar lighting applications.

Benefits of T8 Led tube light:
1. T8 led tube doesn’t include mercury, it is environment friendly.
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2. The LED tube is designed to be completely plug and play, thus it is healthier for our eyes.
3. High luminous efficiency, low power consumption, it can save 80% energy than fluorescent tubes
4. Long life span, it can last 30000 hours.
5. LED are ideally suited for operation under cold and low outdoor temperatures.
6. The CRI for LED tubes is typically higher than 80, close to the sun's value, showing colors truly and naturally.

Application：
table lamp, crystal chandelier, wall lamp, down light and so on.
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